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 RE-DO/RE-ASSESSMENT/CATCH-UP UNIT Authorisation Form for Certificate IV in Automotive Electrical Technology (AUR40620) 

 

Student 
Name:______________________ Student Number_____________ 

Class Number   
_________________      

   What  you have to do? DETAILS 

    CERT IV IN Auto Electrical 
REDO,WT,PRAC,  
(mention detials 

below) Date Group Trainer 

Office use only 

  

Unit Code Unit Name Cost 
Payment 
details 

Authorised 
by 

  
Example 

Example 
REDO 1/Mar+2/Mar 19B Reno $200 

Paid 
on1/2/2009 Jessie 

1 AURAEA003 Monitor environmental and sustainability 
best practice in an automotive workplace               

2 AURATA005 Estimate and quote automotive mechanical 
and electrical repairs               

3 AURETR104 Diagnose complex faults in convenience 
and entertainment systems               

4 AURTTR101  Diagnose complex faults in engine 
management systems                

5 AURLTB104 Diagnose complex faults in light vehicle 
braking systems               

6 AURETR037  Diagnose complex faults in light vehicle 
safety systems                

7 AURTTA021  Diagnose complex system faults                

8 AURTTA126 Diagnose complex faults in electronic over 
hydraulic systems               

9 AURTTA017 Carry out vehicle safety inspections               
10 AURETR140 Diagnose complex faults in vehicle 

monitoring and protection systems               

  
Authorisation form is only valid with Menzies stamp & Staff 
signature . 
                     **This form should be given to the teacher on the day of the 
class** 
*Students must check the timetable to ensure that they know which location,classroom 
and trainer they have for each unit 
*If a student fails to attend a redo or reassessment without a valid reason, they are 
required to pay for them again. 
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